The complete asset management tool for bridges and
highway structures

Inventory Management
Centrally
collate
detailed
information on your bridges and
structures inventory.

Condition Reporting
Scores
and
indices
automatically
calculated
reported back to you.

Document Management
Dashboards
Upload and store important files Track your progress
against structures. Make use of BridgeStation dials.
search features.
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Works Management
are Build up prioritised lists
and outstanding maintenance.

Asset Valuation (CIPFA)
Calculate Gross and Depreciated
the Replacement Costs based upon
the latest guidance.

Reports Builder
Inspection Programming
Build a report made up of the
Each element can be recorded with fields you need and specify your
details of its individual defects.
own filters.

Assessments
Manage
structural
assessments
and
measures.
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Life Cycle Planning (SAMPt)
Create
60-year
deterioration
models for structures based
upon inspected elements in
BridgeStation.

GIS Mapping
reviews, View map themes on background
interim mapping.
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Hosted Service Details

Cloud-Based Software
BridgeStation
is
cloud-based
software you access through
your web browser. If you have an
internet connection you can use
BridgeStation.

Backup and Redundancy
BridgeStation’s
comprehensive
backup and redundancy strategy
keeps your data safe. Off-site
data backup and real-time data
replication are included.

Support Portal
There’s an online knowledge base
and ticket system. Phone support
is also included.

User Groups
Bi-annual user group meetings
Inclusive Hosted Service
Inclusive Data Storage
are held in the UK. Meet fellow
BridgeStation is offered as a Subscribers are given an inclusive subscribers and keep up to date
hosted service. We host and storage allocation that can be with the latest developments.
maintain the software as well as expanded as their usage grows.
the database for you.

Inclusive User Access
Secure Online Environment
Subscribers are given an inclusive
BridgeStation
uses
industry user account allocation. Each user
standard encryption and firewall gets their own named account.
protection.
Permissions and access can be
individually tailored.

Training Courses
A BridgeStation trainer can attend
your offices to deliver a tailored
training
programme.
Hosted
training is also offered as an
alternative.

Developed for Bridge Engineers by Bridge Engineers
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